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Abstract

Numerical weather prediction centers increasingly make use of cloudy and

rainy microwave radiances. Currently, the high microwave frequencies are

simulated using simplified assumptions regarding the radiative properties of

frozen hydrometeors. In particular, one single particle shape is often used for

all precipitating frozen particles, all over the globe, and for all cloud types. In

this paper, a multi-SSP (single scattering properties) approach for 1D Bayesian

inversions is examined. Two experiments were set up: (1) one with three SSPs

and (2) one with the previous SSPs plus one which leads to very cold bright-

ness temperature distributions. For that purpose, we used observations from

the GPM Microwave Imager radiometer over 2 months period and forecasts

from the Météo-France convective scale AROME model. The results showed

that mixtures of SSP are chosen by the inversion method for meteorological

conditions with low scattering and that a single particle is chosen for those

with high scattering to perform the inversions. Despite the fact that no specific

weather scenes were found to be associated with a particular SSP the most effi-

cient scattering particles can be favored for some of them.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the exploitation of high microwave fre-
quencies in cloudy sky conditions has significantly pro-
gressed both for numerical weather prediction (NWP)
applications (e.g., Geer et al., 2017; Geer & Baordo, 2014)
and for surface rain retrieval applications (e.g., Kidd
et al., 2016, 2021). To improve the quality of the
retrievals, many aspects of their treatment processes

could be ameliorated like radiative transfer simulations.
Similarly, for NWP models, this type of observation also
requires the use of radiative transfer codes within which
scattering properties parameterizations could also be
improved in case of cloudy and/or rainy observations
(Geer et al., 2017). Thanks to those codes, the NWP
model brightness temperatures (Bts) are simulated
according to a chosen frequency. Several micro-physical
assumptions on solid hydrometeors, regarding the single
scattering properties (SSPs), and the size distribution, are
indeed required. Within current radiative transfer
models, one single set of radiative properties has to be
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selected in advance for each hydrometeor type. The
resulting bulk properties (single scattering albedo, extinc-
tion, asymmetry, backscattering) are then stored in look-
up tables as a function of hydrometeor content and
temperature; these look-up tables are then to be further
used within assimilation systems. Since high-frequency
microwave radiances are sensitive to snowfall which can
have a wide range of shapes, sizes, and densities, for
example, an accurate SSP specification is crucial for opti-
mal exploitation (Barreyat et al., 2021; Geer & Baordo,
2014; Kulie et al., 2010; Ringerud et al., 2019).

Currently, in most NWP centers exploiting cloudy
and rainy radiances, the high microwave frequencies are
simulated with a single “optimal” particle shape for
snowfall. Several studies focused on searching for optimal
particle radiative properties to fit the microwave observa-
tion distributions (e.g., Geer & Baordo, 2014; Guerbette
et al., 2016; Haddad et al., 2015; Mangla et al., 2021).
Optimizations including different solid hydrometeor
properties have been investigated: in Geer (2021) a
parameter estimation method is used in order to select an
optimal shape for several species at the same time. Know-
ing the diversity of the possible solid hydrometeor char-
acteristics (Hallett & Mason, 1958; Magono & Lee, 1966;
Nakaya, 1954), this represents a huge simplification of the
atmosphere despite the availability of databases providing
scattering properties for many solid hydrometeors (Ding
et al., 2017; Liu, 2008), ARTS (Brath et al., 2020; Eriksson
et al., 2018; Kneifel et al., 2018). Several studies have inves-
tigated the use of ensembles of radiative properties, for a
different part of the spectrum. Baran and Labonnote
(2007) developed a model for cirrus clouds using a set of
crystals to simulate brightness temperatures in the infrared
range. Kulie et al. (2010) averaged radiative transfer simu-
lations with the properties available in the databases of
Liu (2008) and Hong (2007) to derive microwave bright-
ness temperatures. Using this latter method within a pre-
cipitation retrieval algorithm (Kummerow et al., 2001;
Randel et al., 2020; Ringerud et al., 2019) obtained positive
improvements with the database of Liu (2008).

At Météo-France, the “1D-Bay+3D/4D-Var” scheme
is operationally used to assimilate ground-based radar
reflectivities since 2010 (Caumont et al., 2010; Wattrelot
et al., 2014) and cloudy and/or rainy microwave radi-
ances from the ATMS and MHS sounders since 2021
(Duruisseau et al., 2019). In order to consider the vari-
ability of solid hydrometeor, a method based on the first
step of the “1D-Bay+3D/4D-Var” scheme, and choosing
between mixtures of SSPs, has been developed to retrieve
vertical profiles of relative humidity from cloudy and/or
rainy observations. Unlike previously explored methods,
the present one dynamically defines optimal radiative
property ensembles using microwave observations as a

priori information. The aim of this study is to examine
the relevance of such a method to perform inversions of
cloud and/or rainy microwave radiances. It is part of a
research project aiming to take into account within data
assimilation the variability of hydrometeor properties.
Before performing an evaluation through data assimila-
tion experiments, the particle choices within the revised
1D-Bayesian inversion scheme need to be documented.
Therefore, our main objective is not yet to quantify the
benefits of such a novel approach but to examine its
potential in order to exploit it to the full afterward. The
outcome of this study will be to provide guidance on how
to exploit scattering property databases more efficiently
in a data assimilation framework.

Section 2 describes the NWP system and the observa-
tions used in this paper to conduct experiments with the
1D Bayesian inversion scheme. The experiments and the
products selected to evaluate the results are introduced in
Section 3. In Section 4 results from the experiments are
presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions drawn from
this study are summarized in Section 5.

2 | GPM MICROWAVE IMAGER
DATA AND NWP SYSTEM

The experiments with different mixtures of SSPs have
been conducted over a 2-month period using Bts from
level 1B products from the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI
L1B ATBD, 2016) within a ±90 min time window around
the time of validity of 3-h forecasts of the Application of
Research to Operations at Mesoscale (AROME)-Antilles
NWP model (Faure et al., 2020). This convective scale
model, with a resolution of 2.5 km, is used operationally
at Météo-France over several geographical domains in
the Tropics including the Caribbean geographical area
(10.4�N to 22.45�N; 67.8�W to 52.2�W). The microphysi-
cal scheme of this model generates prognostic cloud liq-
uid water, cloud ice water, rain, snow, and graupel
mixing ratios. We selected GMI Bts over a period of high
convective activity from September 1, 2017 to October
31, 2017. This instrument was chosen because of its wide
range of frequencies from 10.65 GHz to 183.31 ± 7 GHz.
Due to different channel footprint sizes across frequen-
cies, the raw Level 1B data were superobbed onto a regu-
lar lat/lon grid at 0.1� resolution. Considering the fact
that numerical models have an effective resolution three
to four times larger than their actual grid (Ricard
et al., 2013), this resolution for superobbing is therefore
compatible with one of the AROME-Antilles models.
Then, the GMI Bts were simulated with version 12 of the
Radiative Transfer for TIROS Operational Vertical
sounder code RTTOV-SCATT (Saunders et al., 2018).
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This code, based on the Delta-Eddington approximation,
needs, among other parameters, the bulk scattering prop-
erties of the hydrometeors. These bulk properties are
computed by integrating the SSPs over particle sizes
using a particle size distribution (PSD). An important fea-
ture is that the particle mass needs to be defined as a
function of the maximum dimension of the particle. This
is done thanks to the particle mass-size function which
depends on two coefficients. In this study, both coeffi-
cients are taken from table 1 of Kulie et al. (2010). Addi-
tionally, the RTTOV-SCATT version used in this study
does not consider the graupel hydrometeor. Therefore,
we summed the graupel content with the snow content
generated by the forecast model. Finally, the chosen
characteristics to describe the hydrometeors are:

• A Marshall–Palmer (Marshall & Palmer, 1948) PSD
and a Mie sphere to simulate the rain;

• A (Field et al., 2007) tropical PSD and the 11 different
shapes from Liu (2008) to simulate the snow;

• A modified gamma (Petty & Huang, 2011) PSD and a
Mie sphere to simulate the cloud of liquid water;

• A modified gamma (Petty & Huang, 2011) PSD and a
Mie sphere to simulate the cloud ice water.

3 | METHOD

3.1 | Experiment definition

A 1D Bayesian inversion has been developed at Météo-
France to retrieve atmospheric profiles from cloudy micro-
wave Bts (Barreyat et al., 2021; Duruisseau et al., 2019;
Guerbette et al., 2016). The retrieved profiles are derived
from a weighted average of profiles xi in the neighborhood
of a given observation y. A 250 � 250 km domain is chosen
around each observation with profiles taken from an
AROME short-range forecast (First-Guess [FG]). The largest
weights are given to the simulated Bts closest to the
observed ones. The retrieved profile is given by:

xret ¼

P

i¼1

n
wixi

P

i¼1

n
wi

With

wi ¼ e

P
j¼1

d

�1
2 yo,j�Hj xið Þ�bj½ �tR�1 yo,j�Hj xið Þ�bj½ �

� �

,

where i corresponds to a given profile in the inversion
database (excluding the first guess), j is a given channel,

d is the number of channels selected for the inversion,
H(.) is the observation operator, R the covariance matrix
of observation errors and bj is a clear-sky bias correction
between the FG and the observations previously com-
puted for all GMI frequencies over a 2-month period. In
order to process the largest possible number of inver-
sions, the accepted weight threshold has been set to
10�200. If this threshold is exceeded, it leads to a success-
ful inversion.

In the 1D Bayesian inversion developed for the pre-
sent study, instead of simulating a set of d channels for
each observation, we consider additional Bts, where m is
the number of radiative configurations selected in the
radiative transfer model RTTOV-SCATT. Each specifica-
tion of SSP leads to a change of the PSD free parameter
to compute the bulk scattering properties. However, for
simplicity, the following results coming from bulk scat-
tering property changes are commented as coming from
SSP changes. Therefore, each retrieved profile is writ-
ten as:

xret ¼

P

i¼1

n P

k¼1

m
wi,kxi

P

i¼1

n P

k¼1

m
wi,k

with

wi,k ¼ e

P
j¼1

d

�1
2 yo,j�Hj,k xið Þ�bj½ �tR�1 yo,j�Hj,k xið Þ�bj½ �

� �

:

For each inversion, we computed the normalized
inversion weights for a given SSP. In this paper, the
inversions having a normalized inversion weight greater
than 0.95 for one SSP are considered as using a “single
SSP” to perform the inversions. In other cases, the inver-
sions are considered as using a mixture of SSPs. To assess
the impact of using various SSPs within the Bayesian
inversion, the method is first tested by changing only
snowfall radiative properties, since this hydrometeor has
a wide diversity of shapes and densities that strongly
impact Bts at high frequencies. Two experiments using
different sets of SSPs have been set up to examine (i) if
the method favors the use of mixtures against the use of a
single SSP with a set of SSPs generating moderate scatter-
ing and (ii) if the introduction of an “outlier” SSP, gener-
ating a lot of scattering on top of the latter set, has an
influence on the results.

The first experiment is performed with 3 SSPs from
the Liu (2008) database. These SSPs are Sector snow-
flake, Rosette 6-bullet, and Rosette 3-bullet. This
choice was motivated by their Bt distributions simu-
lated with the AROME-Antilles model which are close
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to the observed ones, as shown in Figure 1a–c. In order
to highlight the variability of the simulated Bts
depending on particles for the two experiments, the
distributions of their differences in simulations are
plotted at the frequency 183.31 ± 7 GHz (Figure 1d,e).
This frequency is interesting due to its sensitivity to
scattering signals produced by ice particles. However,
despite similarities in Bt distributions for the three
SSPs (Figure 1a–c), Bts simulated with the Sector
snowflake can be up to 50 K different from the two
other particles (e.g., Figure 1d).

For the second experiment, the Bayesian inversion is
performed with 4 SSPs. On top of three SSPs from the
first experiment, the block column SSP is added. This
particle, generating more scattering than the other ones,
very low Bt values can be simulated (down to 50 K) as
shown in Figure 1a–c. Given the differences in observa-
tions, the Block column particle is obviously not a parti-
cle that one would use a priori as a single particle shape
within a data assimilation experiment. The motivation
here is to check if this particle shape could still be useful
in some specific meteorological situations. Figure 1e
shows the spread between the 4 SSPs, and it can be seen
that the differences are much larger than in Figure 1d
with only 3 SSPs. Indeed, the spread reaches up to 140 K
since with the Block Column particle Bts can be
very low.

3.2 | Result evaluation metrics

The multi-SSP inversion allows us to identify, for each
retrieved profile, which particles are used with their
associated weights. This aspect is examined in the fol-
lowing to understand the behavior of the method.
Objectively assessing the quality of the retrievals with
multiple particles with respect to a single particle
retrieval is a difficult task. One possibility is to examine
the number of successful inversions in each case, a
larger number indicating a better fit to observations.
Another possibility is to run the radiative transfer with
retrieved profiles to examine the fit of the retrievals in
the observation space. But this means specifying a par-
ticular SSP within the RTTOV-SCATT model to simu-
late the Bts. We will see in the following the pros and
the cons of this method.

The results of both experiments have been catego-
rized according to three predictors. The aim of this
investigation is to check whether a given particle
shape is more frequently used depending on the
weather scene and on its scattering properties. The
first two predictors are the surface precipitation and
the ice water path from the GPM GMI (GPROF) Radi-
ometer Precipitation Profiling L2A 1.5 hours 13 km
V05 products collocated with GMI Bts on the regular
lat/lon 0.1� grid. The last one is an index

FIGURE 1 (a–c) FG simulated Bt distributions respectively at frequencies 166v, 183.31 ± 7, and 183.31 ± 3 GHz for a 2-month period.

(d, e) Scatter plots of the spread between the minimum and the maximum simulated Bts respectively for 3 and 4 SSPs at 183.31 ± 7 GHz

frequency for a 2-month period
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characterizing the scattering intensity of the weather
scenes. This index, originally designed to detect precip-
itation, is calculated from 18.7v, 23.8v, and 89v GHz
frequencies (Grody, 1991; Wilheit et al., 2003). Its
expression is given by:

PSI ¼ 451:9�0:44Bt18:7v�1:775Bt23:8vþ0:00575 Bt23:8v
� �2

�Bt89v:

Finally, in order to select only the cloudy and rainy
profiles in the observations (so called “cloudy observa-
tions” in the following) to perform the inversions, the
sample profiles were selected according to

1. a PSI index >5 K;
2. a surface precipitation amount >0.1 mm/h;
3. an ice water path amount >0.1 kg/m2.

4 | EXPERIMENTS

In this section, a case study is first chosen to examine the
behavior of the multi-SSP 1D Bayesian inversion and to
illustrate it in detail. Then, the method is investigated
thanks to a statistical study over a 2-month convective
period.

The selected case study is associated with the tropical
cyclone Maria which developed over the Caribbean sea
in September 2017.

4.1 | Case study

Figure 2a,b display respectively the cyclone Maria
observed at 183.31 ± 7 GHz by GMI and simulated by the
AROME-Antilles model at 3 UTC on September 22, 2017.
Despite a good agreement in terms of shape for the main

FIGURE 2 (a) GMI observations of the Maria cyclone reaching the West Indies on September 22, 2017 for the 183.31 ± 7 GHz

frequency. (b) FG simulated Bt simulations of the cyclone for the same frequency with the Sector snowflake SSP. (c, d) Normalized inversion

weights for profiles characterized as cloudy and rainy by the criteria defined in Section 3.2 with respectively the 3 SSPs (Rosette 3-bullet in

yellow, Rosette 6-bullet in red and Sector snowflake in cyan) and the 4 SSPs (the 3 SSPs plus block column in dark blue) with observed

infrared imagery at frequency 10.3 μm as background. Each square-colored block represents one Bayesian inversion, and within each square,

the colored areas represent the normalized inversion weights of each SSP. (e, f) Examples of normalized inversion weights respectively for

the 3 SSPs and 4 SSPs experiments

BARREYAT ET AL. 5 of 11
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patterns, the cold Bts around the eye of the cyclone are
not located at the same place in the observations and in
the FG.

First, we performed the Bayesian inversion allowing a
mixture of SSPs with 3 and 4 particles and verified that
the weather structures found using the simulated Bts of
the retrieved profiles were consistent with the observed
ones (not shown). The corresponding weights are shown
in Figure 2c,d. It appears that either a mixture of SSPs or
a single SSP was used (normalized inversion weights of
one SSP greater than 0.95). The Rosette 3-bullet and
Rosette 6-bullet are chosen over specific areas (leading to
geographically consistent patterns) whereas the Sector
snowflake selection is more patchy. However, the particle
choice cannot always be interpreted as a function of
observation location within the cyclone (e.g., close to the
core or within a spiral band). The addition of the Block
column particle reduces the use of the Rosette 3-bullet
particle in particular inside the south spiral band of the
cyclone.

4.2 | Statistical study

After this qualitative assessment of the multi-SSP
approach, results over 2 months (from September to
October 2017) are examined using statistical diagnostics.
The 3SSP and 4SSP experiments are both compared with
another experiment (1SSP). The latter experiment corre-
sponds to a 1D-Bayesian inversion using only the Sector
snowflake particle to perform the inversions, which
means that no mixtures can be used. The particle choice
was motivated by its use in the Météo-France operational
system following studies at ECMWF (Geer &
Baordo, 2014). Out of a total number of 8537 cloudy
observations over the domain and during the period of
the study, the number of successful inversions for each
experiment is respectively 8238, 8366, and 8425 for the
1SSP, 3SSP, and 4SSP experiments. It can be seen that
this number increases with the number of SSPs taken
into account.

The standard deviations of differences between ana-
lyzed Bts and observations have been computed for the
three experiments over a 2-month period and for each
GMI frequency used in this study. The relative differ-
ences between the standard deviations of the 3 and 4SSPs
experiments with respect to the 1SSP experiment are dis-
played in Figure 3. One can see that for channels 10 to
13, which are the most affected by the specification of
snow radiative properties; there is an apparent degrada-
tion of the analysis fit to the observations for both the
3 and 4SSPs experiments. However, for channels 3 to
9, which are the channels less sensitive to this

specification, the results show significant improvements.
Indeed, as mentioned above, rerunning the radiative
transfer onto the analyzed profiles is inevitable to take
into account the non-linearities of simulations. In this
study, the Sector Snowflake was used to rerun the simu-
lations for the three experiments. Hence one interpreta-
tion of the degradation of channels 10 to 13 is that the
latter assumption artificially favors the 1SSP experiment.
Therefore, even though the improvements of channels
3 to 9 analysis fits seem encouraging, this method of eval-
uation should be taken with caution in particular for
the high-frequency results. Another way to evaluate the
results would be to compute newly analyzed Bts as the
weighted sum of background Bts. Using these analyzed
Bts would be an alternative diagnostic to the one shown
above to deepen the understanding of the radiative trans-
fer simulations. The disadvantage of this latter diagnostic
is that it would not take into account the non-linearities
of the radiative transfer with respect to the hydrometeor
content. At last, a one-third-option of diagnostic would
be to compute specific hydrotables for each profile, tak-
ing into account the weights of each particle shape into
the bulk radiative properties, and rerun the non-linear
radiative transfer with those tailored hydrotables for each
profile. However, this latter diagnostic would be compu-
tationally intensive to set up.

The distributions of weights of the cloud and/or pre-
cipitation profiles are displayed using violin plot dia-
grams (Barton et al., 2021; Riccardi et al., 2021; Thrun
et al., 2020) as shown in Figure 4. Thanks to their repre-
sentation of the probability density for each value of the
distribution, these diagrams have the advantage of being
able to represent multimodal distributions, unlike box
plot diagrams. In this statistical study, we considered
only cloudy and rainy observations defined by the three
predictors in Section 3.2.

In Figure 4a–f, the particle weights are characterized
by multimodal distributions with one mode towards
0 and another one towards 1. The Rosette 3-bullet, and
more particularly the Rosette 6-bullet and the Sector
snowflake particles have their distribution widening
around 33% which means that they are selected within
mixtures. The addition of the Block column particle in
Figure 4f reduces the weights close to 1 of the Rosette
3-bullet particle in agreement with Figure 3d. The
Rosette 3-bullet being the SSP generating the strongest
scattering after the Block Column among the four
selected particles, it appears that some weather scenes
required increased diffusion in RTTOV-SCATT to match
observed Bts. Indeed, the Block Column particle weights
which are different from 0 are all close to one. This indi-
cates that this particle is not used within mixtures but
individually for weather scenes that cannot be well
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simulated with other particles. Indeed, some SSPs do not
allow model simulations to reach sufficiently low Bts,
which can be achieved using the Block column particle.

It could also come from a lack of hydrometeor con-
tents within the model forecast and therefore compensat-
ing for a model bias. A related bias on surface
precipitation of the AROME-Antilles model has been
brought out in Faure et al. (2020) thanks to an indepen-
dent evaluation of precipitation forecast with respect to
satellite rainfall products. Further diagnostics, like cross-

validations with other instruments, would then need to
be performed to understand if this behavior is the result
of model biases or observation operator biases.

It also appears in Figure 4 that the weights are
increasingly close to 0 or 1 as the PSI index increases
which means that the mixtures are gradually decreasing
as the weather situation leads to more scattering.

The means of the distributions give information about
the percentage of use of each particle as a function of the
PSI index. We observe that the means are not changing a

FIGURE 3 Relative differences of

standard deviations of the analyzed

Bts minus observations between the

3SSP and 1SSP (blue) or between the

4SSP and 1SSP (red) experiments over

a 2-month period for each GMI

channel used. Stars indicate that the

differences in standard deviations are

significant at the 95% level. (a) Sample

with scattering index range: 5 and

10 K. (b) Sample with scattering index

range: 10 and 15 K. (c) Sample with

scattering index range: 15 and 20 K.

(d) Sample with scattering index

range: 20 and 25 K. (e) Sample with

scattering index range: 25 K and +
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FIGURE 4 (a) Violin plots of the cloudy observation distributions, according to criteria defined in Section 3.2, for each SSP over the

2-month period with the 3 SSPs experiment. (f) Same with the 4 SSPs experiment. (b–d) Violin plots of the cloudy observation distributions

over the 2-month period with respect to the PSI index of the 3 SSPs experiment respectively for Rosette 3-bullet, Rosette 6-bullet, and Sector

snowflake. (g–j) Same with the 4 SSPs experiment respectively for Block column, Rosette 3-bullet, Rosette 6-bullet, and Sector snowflake.

(e) Histogram of the number of cloudy observations per bins of PSI index for the 3 SSPs experiment. (k) Same with the 4 SSPs experiment
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lot across the range of scattering indices for both experi-
ments, except for the Sector snowflake particle: the mean
slightly decreases with the increase of the latter for the
two experiments. Nonetheless, no single SSP is clearly
predominant over the others according to the PSI inter-
vals. Thus, it seems difficult here to choose a preferred
SSP according to the PSI index.

In addition, we computed the percentage of usage for
each particle within the 1D-Bayesian inversion for the
2-month period for both experiments. It appeared that for
the 3SSP experiment the most used particle was the Rosette
3-bullet one with a percentage of 43%. The other percent-
ages are equal to 33% and 24% respectively for the Rosette
6-bullet and the Sector snowflake particles. The results for
the 4SSP experiment are 25%, 29%, 27%, and 19%, respec-
tively for the Block column, the Rosette 3-bullet, the Rosette
6-bullet, and the Sector snowflake particles. In both experi-
ments, the Rosette 3-bullet is therefore selected more fre-
quently than the others and the Block column ends up
being used a significant number of times despite being an
outlier particle in the sense of Figure 1 distributions.

Table 1 reveals that the percentage of mixtures is
reduced as the PSI index increases, in agreement with our
previous findings. If we look at the 3SSP results, from 78%
for a PSI index between 5 and 10 K, the fraction of mixture
decreases to 26% for a PSI index above 25 K. We then
examined this behavior with the two other predictors. A
similar behavior is noticed for the other predictors. From
55% of mixtures for surface precipitation between 0.1 and
2 mm/h, this fraction is reduced to 24% for surface precipi-
tation above 25 mm/h. Similarly from 68% for ice water
path amounts ranging between 0.1 kg/m2 and 0.5 kg/m2,
the percentage decreases to 17% for ice water path
amounts above 2 kg/m2. The percentages with the 4SSP
experiment lead to similar conclusions: the use of a single
particle increases along with the surface precipitation, the
PSI index, and the ice water path. This indicates that

highly scattering weather scenes are frequently well simu-
lated by a single SSP in the Bayesian inversion. This is in
contrast to weakly scattering scenes which can be often
simulated accurately by a mixture of particles. This can be
explained by the simulated Bt distributions of the SSPs
which have their largest differences for highly scattering
weather scenes. This leads to important differences in sim-
ulated neighborhood Bt profiles. Thus, for these cases,
only one SSP (associated with a lot of scattering) is useful
to reach values close to observations. On the contrary, for
an observation that contains few hydrometeors, the
method simulates Bts that differ only slightly among vari-
ous SSPs. Thus, the inversion can assign an almost identi-
cal weight to each SSP and create a mixture.

Overall, both results reveal that the mixtures are as
frequently chosen as a single particle within the Bayesian
inversion. However, they are dominant for low scattering
situations whereas a single particle is more frequently
selected in highest scattering situations.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the interest in using several radia-
tive properties for solid hydrometeors within a 1D Bayes-
ian inversion of microwave brightness temperatures. Our
motivations came from the strong sensitivity of radiative
transfer simulations at high frequencies to scattering
properties of hydrometeors and from the need to over-
come some limitations of the choice of a single “optimal”
particle. For that purpose, atmospheric profiles from the
convective scale model AROME Antilles and brightness
temperatures between 18 and 183 GHz from the micro-
wave radiometer GMI onboard the GPM-Core satellite
have been considered. Results have been examined for a
case study (hurricane Maria) and over a 2-month period
(September–October 2019). A revised Bayesian inversion

TABLE 1 Percentage of use

between mixtures and single SSP within

the 1D-Bayesian inversion over a

2-month period as a function of 3

predictors respectively surface

precipitation, PSI scattering index, and

ice water path for the 3SSP (4SSP)

experiments

Surface precipitation

Bin (mm/h) [0.1;2] [2;10] [10;25] [25;+]

Mixture (%) 55 (55) 38 (37) 24 (25) 24 (22)

Single SSP (%) 45 (45) 62 (63) 76 (75) 76 (78)

PSI

Bin (K) [5;10] [10;15] [15;20] [20;25] [25;+]

Mixture (%) 78 (76) 68 (67) 51 (51) 37 (38) 26 (27)

Single SSP (%) 22 (24) 32 (33) 49 (49) 63 (62) 74 (73)

Ice water path

Bin (kg/m2) [0.1;0.5] [0.5;1] [1;2] [2;+]

Mixture (%) 68 (67) 42 (43) 22 (22) 17 (18)

Single SSP (%) 32 (33) 58 (57) 78 (78) 83 (82)

Note: The use of a single SSP is defined when one of the SSPs has a normalized weight larger than 0.95.
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has been assessed using a number of SSPs from the Liu
(2008) database with two experiments: one with 3 SSPs
leading to simulated Bt distributions with the AROME
model close to the GMI one; and another one with the
3 previous SSPs plus one with a distribution character-
ized by a larger tail of low Bts compared to observations.
As the inversion can choose among a mixture of SSPs to
perform the inversion, we examined carefully how the
weights for each particle were distributed.

The case study highlighted the usefulness of each SSP
in the inversions by excluding none of them. In the sec-
ond experiment, adding the Block Column SSP on top of
the 3 SSPs, showed the usefulness of an SSP generating
further scattering leading to a larger number of successful
inversions. Indeed, this particle was selected for some
inversions at the expense of the Rosette 3-bullet.

The statistical study further highlighted the previous
findings and displayed promising results. As a finding, a
larger number of SSPs within the 1D Bayesian inversion
increases the number of successful inversions. Next, using
the scattering index PSI to categorize the 2-month results, it
was found that mixtures are more frequent for low values.
On the contrary, for a high PSI index, the method tends to
select only one particle. In agreement with the PSI index,
mixtures are preferred for low surface precipitation and low
ice water path contents. Individual particles are favored for
high values of surface precipitation and ice water path con-
tents. One perspective of this study would be to categorize
the inversion results with different parameters. The convec-
tive/stratiform parameters and environmental fields being
closely related to microphysical properties could help to
gain an understanding of the SSP choices.

This study demonstrated the feasibility and interest in
using several SSPs for the inversion of cloudy microwave
radiances at larger frequencies. Compared to the other
methods (Baran & Labonnote, 2007; Kulie et al., 2010;
Ringerud et al., 2019), this approach has the advantage of
dynamically building a mixture of SSP by using micro-
wave observations as an a priori information. Experi-
ments using this revised 1D Bayesian method will be
undertaken to assimilate cloudy and/or precipitating Bts
from the GMI microwave radiometer.
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